((*HUM SUBJ) ((*ANI OBJE) ((STRIK GOAL) ((gun INST) ((bullet MOVE) CAUSE))))) but to do this if and only if there are also formulas elsewhere in the system defining the meanings of "gun" and "bullet" Thus, in the decomposition of a formula, two kinds of entities may be encountered, primitives and "words", and if an atom is found that is not a primitive then it must be a word and so a formula must exist elsewhere for it. Now, there is a danger of circularity in all this: in that, looking for the formula defining "gun" as that atom appearing in the formula for "fire at", we might find a formula that told us (in primitives) that a gun was an object used by human beings for firing at something.
True, but since the head (rightmost element) of the formula for "gun" will be THING, this re-entrant method of formula construction cannot give less information than formulas consisting only of primitives, as mine have until now. Wilks, Y., "Natural Language Systems within the AI Paradigm", Stanford Univ. AI Lab, Memo No. 337, 1975b. 
